Abstract. The CANGAROO-III telescope system for very-high-energy γ-ray astrophysics consists of four 10-m atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes located near Woomera, South Australia. We have been observing southern-sky objects since March 2004. Here we report on the status of the system and some recent results from CANGAROO-III observations.
where = ( 2, 3, 4, 2, 3, 4) are energy-corrected widths and lengths for the T2, T3 and T4 and α is a constant vector. FD should show particular one-dimensional distribution for given P distribution. P signal and P background will be best separated when α = μ sig − μ BG E sig − E BG Finally we calculate the number of gamma-ray like events by one-parameter fitting assuming FD signalregion = x FD gamma + (1-x) FD background , where x is a fraction of gamma-ray signals. 
Recent observations and results

Abell 3667 and Abell 4038.
[9] Clusters of Galaxies are candidate sites of the origin of ultra high energy cosmic rays. Some theories predict TeV gamma-ray emission from Clusters of Galaxies by proton-photon and proton-proton interaction. We picked up two targets from the Abell Catalogue; Abell 3667 and Abell 4038. We obtained 2-sigma upper limits on their integral fluxes, which limit model parameters.
3.1.3. Centaurus A. [10] We observed a nearby Active Galactic Nuclei, Centaurus A for 10 hours in 2004. We found no gamma-ray excess above 420 GeV over one-degree radius from the pointing centre. This is consistent with the HESS result in 2004. Obtained flux upper-limit implies that Centaurus A is darker in TeV gamma-ray than expected from optical luminosity, assuming gammaray/optical ratio is same to our galaxy. 
Conclusion
We summarized recent CANGAROO-III results, which were obtained by the CANGAROO-III standard analysis. There were four detections and nine upper limits, including confirmations of H.E.S.S. results.
